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BIRTHPLACE OF THE
BLESSED CARDINAL
ALOJZIJE STEPINAC

OZALJ

KARLOVAC

Purchase a block of shares:
• for one club member to the value of DM 15,000
• for family membershipto the value of DM 20,000
• for company membership to the value of DM 25,000
By buying a block of shares , filling in a membership application form and acceptance by
the board of company , Croatia Golf d.d., Dolina kardinala, Golg & Country Club and paying
the annual membership fee, you can get a club membership card and the right to play on the
course of the Dolina kardinala G. & C.C. Child shareholders up to the age of 18 play on the
basis of a contract made with their parents and pay only minimal child membership fee.
The shares are made out to the holder, and guarantee coownership of the firm Croatia Golf d.d., and can be sold on the
stock-market at any time.
We will be very happy to send you a membership application form for Dolina Kardinala Golf & Country Club. Come and
see us enjoy the golf, relay in a pleasant and health atmosphere in lovely, untouched nature.
The board would be happy to welcome you as shareholder and active club member at our sporting events and social
meetings.
Managing director
Golf Croatia d.d.

Kra{i}, town on the
slopes of @umberak, is
about 40 km away from
Zagreb, half an hour’s
drive; surrounded by
lovely untouched nature,
it is the birthplace of
Cardinal Alojzije Stepinac
(1898-1960).

Golf & Country Club

Dolina Kardinala

• International Championship Golf Course
with 18 holes-PAR 71, SSS 72, 6155 m
• Family course with 9 PAR 3 holes-PAR 27,
SSS 27700 m
• Golf Academy
• Driving Range – Pitching & Chiping

Kraji{ka ulica 20
10000 Zagreb
HRVATSKA
TEL.: +385 (0)1 370 11 34
FAX: +385 (0)1 370 43 22

Grafi~ko oblikovanje i priprema za tisak IndigoPlavo

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE
DOLINA KARDINALA GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

In neighboring
Pribi}, Cardinal Franjo
Kuhari} was born, and in
Prekri`je, Bishop Juraj
Jezerinac. Much has been
written about the time
when Alojzije Stepinac
was archbishop, in the
difficult wartime, and
post-war years, and of
the year so crusial in the
history of the Croatian
people. On Sundays
almost all the people of
Kra{i} would gather at
mass. On Sunday,
February 6, 1960 Cardinal
Stepinac celebrated mass
in the church in Kra{i} for
the last time. His body
now rests in Zagreb
Cathedral, but Kra{i} is
full of memories of this
great Croat.

Zagreb - Kra{i} -Hrvatska

ONE

RELAXATION • HEALTH

AND BEAUTY

• BUSINESS MEETING

In an Idyllic landscape, situated in the untouched landscape of
centuries-old forests in immediate vicinity of Cardinal Stepinac’s birthplace, its architecture makes it an integral part of the historical ambience. The superlative grounds of the hotel, created with a great feeling
for garden architecture, will satisfy the most demanding of the guests.
The five star hotel, with thirty contemporarily equipped and decorated
rooms and four luxury suites, aims to provide a level of ambience and
service to suit guests from all over Europe, and beyond, and satisfy the
most refined tastes. Here too the strategy was to link business and
recreation with opportunities for seminars and golf, with fitness and
wellness activities. In parallel with this, within the hotel there is a
restaurant seating 90 with superb international cuisine, a coctail bar,
conference rooms, a beauty farm with a pool, sauna and fitness rooms,
a practical golf shop, opportunities for tennis and riding.

ROOMS
The hotel rooms will be between 30 and 35 m2 in size and furnished up to the standards of the hotel, with large bathrooms. All
fittings and ceramics are of high quality materials. In the rest of the
residential area the accent is on living, and good quality carpet is
fitted. The furniture of the rooms will be very different from the
usual hotel being planned, comfortable seating, a desk and chair.
Everything, including the decoration and lighting, is of exclusive
design. The technical equipment of the rooms will be sate of art –
celular phones, satellite TV with video, telefax socket and place for
putting in a small computer.

CUISINE
The 90 place restaurant will be the core of the hotels. It will be equipped in
an elegant English style and will have a view to the south over the whole of the
golf course. The winter garden and the terraces to the front will provide an excellent ambience for just walking or sitting. As well as the
restaurant there will be a Cooking Centre, so that guests feeling
“peckish” can get something to eat at any time of day. It is not only
those who take care of their diet that will be catered for
at breakfast, for guests who find that English or
American style breakfast provide an excellent start to
the day will also be born in mind.
Golf & Country Club “Dolina Kardinala”

NEW MARKET BREAKS ALL RECORDS

GREEN LIGHT FOR PLAYING ON THE “GREEN”
TEEING OFF FOR SUCCESFUL INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL

SYMPOSIUM
The optimum transport and technical structure makes Dolina kardinala (Valley of the
Cardinals) Golf Resort & Sport Hotel, as hotel for symposiums and seminars, attractive to people coming even from great distances. With its multi-faceted facilities for sport, fitness and
wellness, it takes care that mind and body are held in harmony. Variable conference rooms are
being fitted out, capable of accommodating between 10 and 200 people, according to
demand. Equipped with the most up-to-date technology, that will allow seminars and symposiums to be put on with complete success.

BEAUTTY

AND FITNESS FARM

This part of Dolina Kardinala (Valley of the Cardinals) hotel and sports
complex will be run on holistic principle, taking account of the harmonious
coexistance of body and mind. Metal balances a crucial determinant of the
quality of human life. As well as health, external appearance also constitutes on of the foundations of one’s sense of self-worth and ability to make
appropriate impact on others. A well-groomed appearance has never
played a greater role that it does today. To meet some of the guest’s needs
in this area , a beauty farm will be constructed, capable of meeting all and
any demands and leaving no wish unanswered. Services will range from
hairstyling with individual cosmetic treatments to several-day arrangements and beauty weeks. The fitness section provides a large swimming
pool with a clear view out over the golf course. Even in winter there is
swimming in a heated outdoor pool, thanks to a channel that leads to an
open-air bathing place. A sauna with Finnish steambath, aroma-sauna, biosauna, whirlpool, solarium and relaxation area provide guests the opportunity to relax and while away their stresses. In a large body-styling and fitness studio guests can tone up their muscles with the most modern exercise equipment. Thus the visitor can bring body and mind into harmony in
this section. This is a concept that will be an additional attraction to exacting and affluent guests and extra reason for staying here, a concept that
will provide an additional guarantee for success of the firm and thus
enhance inves to satisfaction.
A five star hotel, 30 twin rooms, four suites. Club rooms, Beauty and
fitness centre. Pool, traditional style restaurant. Conference rooms. Shops.

Golf & Country Club “Dolina Kardinala”

NEW

MARKET BREAKS ALL RECORDS

What happened to tennis in the sixties and seventies, making it into a mass sport and bringing prosperity to a whole
branch of the leisure industry, is occurring analogously today
with golf, the sport that is undergoing the most rapid growth at
the present time. Entrepreneurs and managers have learned
that linking golf and seminars enables them to turn a better
lifestyle into profit. Hotels with a sense for market development
have managed to do business of a lifetime.

GOLF

RESORT HOTEL-THE BUSINESS

AND GOLF TREND
In Britain, the USA and Japan golf has long played an
important role in business. In a poll carried out for the
Hyatt hotel group among American managers, leading
executives stated that real business is more often done on
the golf course then round the conference table. Pacific
Hotels and Restaurants have as their advertising slogan
“Meet your client on our turf”. The golf and business hotels
that exist in Germany have shown that the concept is successful in this part of the world too.

INVEST

WHERE THE BUSINESS GOLFER SPENDS HIS MONEY

There is no other kind of recreational sport in
which so many active participants have such a high
average income. Nor is there anywhere else where
there is such readiness to spend on comfort while
traveling, in a high level of hotel ambience and on
wining and dining in a cultivated atmosphere.
You too can take part in an extremely profitable venture catering for leisure for business ba
participating in the exeptional Golf Resort and
Sport Hotel Dolina Kardinala.
You don’t stand on one leg - neither as golfer
nor as investor.
In line with our theory that a precise split of investment capital is the best guarantee not
only for security but also for profitability. We offer you a chance to take part in an exceptional
real estate fund in which you will put your profits on two legs.

Golf & Country Club “Dolina Kardinala”

